Most models of multilevel production and distribution systems assume unlimited production capacity at each site. When capacity limits are introduced, an ineffective policy may lead to increasingly large order backlogs: The stability of the system becomes an issue. In this paper, we examine the stability of a multi-echelon system in which each node has limited production capacity and operates under a base-stock policy. We show that if the mean demand per period is smaller than the capacity at every node, then inventories and backlogs are stable, having a unique stationary distribution to which they converge from all initial states. Under i.i.d. demands we show that the system is a Harris ergodic Markov chain and is thus wide-sense regenerative. Under a slightly stronger condition, inventories return to their target levels infinitely often, with probability one. We discuss cost implications of these results, and give extensions to systems with random lead times and periodic demands.
M ost models of multi-echelon production and distribution systems assume unlimited production capacity and unlimited order size at each site. Under this assumption, various conditions on costs and model structure have been shown to imply the optimality of certain policies. Rather less is known about what happens when capacity limits are taken into account. For capacitated systems, a more fundamental question than optimality of a policy is stability: Does a given policy allow the system to meet demands, or does the system become increasingly backlogged?
In this paper, we analyze the stability of a multiechelon system in which each node follows a basestock policy, modified because of capacity constraints. Under a standard base-stock policy, the operation of each node is determined by a target level of safety stock. As demands deplete inventories, each node produces goods to restore inventories to their target levels. When production capacity is limited, it may take several periods of production to offset demand in a single period. Speaking loosely, the system is stable if, on average, it can produce finished goods at a greater rate than they are demanded.
We show that our system is indeed stable under the natural capacity condition, namely, that the mean demand per period be smaller than the per-period production capacity at every node. This condition is not itself surprising; the interest lies in determining just what it implies. We show that for general stationary demands, this condition suffices to ensure that the system has a unique stationary distribution to which it converges from all initial states. Under independent and identically distributed demands, we show that the state of the system constitutes a Harims ergodic Markov chain, and thus inherits the wide-sense regenerative structure of that class of processes. Under a slightly stronger condition, the system is regenerative in the classical sense and we identify explicit regeneration times. These properties have useful consequences for simulation, and it was the simulationbased optimization method of Glasserman and Tayur (1992a) that motivated this investigation. We also examine stability in the presence of lead times and demands influenced by a randomly fluctuating environment, including the case of periodic demands.
Our model is similar to those of Clark and Scarf (1960), Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) , and Rosling regeneration times. Section 4 discusses cost implications of our stability results. Section 5 covers systems with fixed lead times and two models of variable lead times, giving stability conditions in each case. In Section 6 we generalize the demand process, allowing demands to be influenced by a (possibly periodic) random environment.
THE MODEL
Our basic model is a serial system in which each stage has limited capacity and follows a base-stock policy for echelon inventory, i.e., for cumulative inventory downstream from that stage. Where applicable, we note extensions to an assembly system. In all cases, inventories are reviewed periodically (i.e., the system evolves in discrete time) and unfilled orders are backlogged. Demands are nonnegative but otherwise initially arbitrary; we introduce restrictions as they are needed. A discussion of lead times is postponed to Section 5.
The Base-Stock Policy
There are m stages, indexed by i = 1, ... , m. Stage 1 supplies external demands, stage i + 1 supplies stage i for i = 1, . . ., m -1, and stage m draws raw material from an unlimited source-an outside supplier. Within each period, events occur in the following order: First, production at stage i + 1 from the previous period advances to stage i, i = 1, . . ., m -1. Second, demands arrive at stage 1 and are filled or backlogged according to the available inventory. Lastly, the production level for the current period is set. This is the sequence of events in Clark and Scarf. Much of the subsequent literature assumes production levels are set before demands are revealed. The Clark-Scarf sequence simplifies our analysis.
To describe the operation of the system we use the following notation: Dn = the demand in period n; Si = the base-stock level for echelon i; c= = the production capacity at stage i. At stage 1, nP = the inventory-backlog in period n, and for i = 2, ..., n = the installation inventory at stage i in period n.
Thus, In ? 0, i = 2, ... , m is the inventory available for production at stage i -1, and In is stock for external demands when it is positive and the size of the backlog when it is negative. Under a (modified) basestock policy, stage i sets its production level in each period to try to restore the echelon inventory position (A /)-Dn to level s'. Without capacity constraints, this would be achieved by setting production equal to the smaller of Dn and the available inventory. Since, however, production cannot exceed c', it may take multiple periods of production to offset demand in a single period, even if ample inventory is available for production.
To make this more explicit, we let Rn the production at stage i in period n. 
Then
The first term inside the minimum in (1) is the difference between the target cumulative inventory s' for stages 1 through i and the actual inventoryI, + * * + In -D,n; stage i attempts to drive this difference to zero. The next two terms inside the minimum reflect the supply and capacity constraints, respectively. Since stage m draws raw material from an infinite source, the supply constraint is absent in (2). The evolution of the system is completely specified by (1), 
Echelon Shortfalls
Physical inventory levels are arguably the most natural descriptors of the state of the system. But, as is often the case in these types of systems, it turns out to be mathematically more convenient to work with echelon quantities. For i = 1, ... , m define the period-n shortfall for echelon i by )}.
Equations 6 and 7 are the key to our analysis. Similar recursions hold in an assembly system, as we now explain. In an assembly system, each node i has a set r(i) of predecessor nodes with indices greater than i. If i is a root, then 7r(i) is empty and node i draws raw material from an infinite source. Otherwise, node i combines material from all nodes in V-(i) in equal quantities. Thus, period-n production at node i is limited by min{IfF j E v-(i)}. Proceeding as before, we obtain where the maximum over an empty set is taken to be zero.
Remark. There is some similarity between the evolution of our serial system and that of queues in 916 / GLASSERMAN AND TAYUR tandem. In both cases, material passes through a sequence of stages in series. However, the connection does not go beyond that. Notice, in particular, that in (ordinary) tandem queues the service mechanism at each stage does not depend on the status of other stages, whereas in our system the target production at each stage depends on the inventory at all downstream stages. Hence, there is no direct connection between (6)- (7) 
Explicit Regeneration Times
While Harris recurrence ensures the existence of (wide-sense) regeneration times {rk, k ? 1}, it does not provide a means of identifying these times. Explicit regeneration times are not needed for convergence results, but they are useful in, for example, computing confidence intervals for simulation estimators. We now give a sufficient condition for {Y,, n ? 0} to have readily identifiable regeneration times. , Sm -Sm-1) infinitely often, with probability one.
The conclusion of Theorem 3 is not, in general, true without (12) or further distributional assumptions on demands. This is particularly clear when si+ 1 s s' for some i; that is, stage i + 1 keeps no safety stock. In this case, the shortfall Y' can never reach zero unless Do = 0 with positive probability.
COST IMPLICATIONS
The condition in Theorem 3 motivates an investigation into what ranges of parameters can be optimal when we impose costs. The stability results of the previous two sections also make it possible to give a partial characterization of infinite-horizon costs, and this may be useful in optimization.
To is precisely what one would expect; our results guarantee that the limit holds, and may, therefore, be useful in finding optimal base-stock levels. In particular, this result can be used in the computation of optimal levels in the two cases where base-stock policies are known to be optimal: a multistage uncapacitated system and a single-stage capacitated system. Superficially, the expression in Corollary 3 is the type required for the optimization algorithm of Van Houtum and Zijm ( the first equality uses (7) with c'+1 replaced by c' and the second equality substitutes (17) evaluated at n into the first equality. It follows that the claim holds at n + 1 for Y1, ... , Y'. A similar argument shows that (17) is preserved at each transition. It follows from the claim just proved that reducing ci+1 to c' does not decrease any shortfalls; hence, it does not increase any echelon inventory levels. Moreover, since Y1 is unchanged, backorder penalties are not increased; so, total costs are not increased.
LEAD TIMES
We now examine variants of our basic model in which it may take several periods for production at stage i to become available inventory at stage i -1. We show that for fixed lead times, our results continue to hold essentially without modification. When each order draws a random lead time and moves in parallel with other orders, it suffices to add that the mean lead time be finite. When shipments between stages are FIFO (in a sense to be made precise), a stronger condition is needed for stability.
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Fixed Lead Times
Suppose that production at stage i in period n becomes available at stage i -1 in period n + f' + 1, i = 2, . . . , m. At stage 1, El is the lead time from final production to external availability. Our earlier model used E' = 0, i = 1, . . ., m. We now let the lead times be any fixed, nonnegative integers.
Once we introduce lead times, installation inventories no longer give a complete description of the physical state of the system: We must record, as well, inventories in transit. As in Section 1, let R' denote production at stage i in period n. The physical state is now (I, R-1 S R-e,)z=l. A shortcoming of Theorem 6 is that the probabilities in (19)-(20) are generally unknown. Ordinarily, we would expect them to be close to 1, and in any case 1 is a simple upper bound. This suggests that E[L'] must typically be less than 1 for stability, implying that the lead times are often zero; i.e., less than one period.
The key step in Theorems 5 and 6 is bounding pipeline inventories through an auxilliary stationary system. Other models of lead times can be analyzed similarly. For a general discussion of stochastic lead times, see Zipkin (1986) and Svoronos and Zipkin (1991).
RANDOM ENVIRONMENTS AND PERIODIC DEMANDS
We now return to the basic model of Section 1 to consider systems with more general demand patterns and, correspondingly, more general production rules. Our new assumption is that demands are influenced by an environment that is itself subject to random fluctuations. Base-stock levels may be adjusted to changes in the environment. We model the environment as a Markov chain with a general state space. This is no real restriction; rather, it means that the state of the environment is sufficiently rich to include all relevant information about the past. We first require the environment to be Harris ergodic, then allow it to be periodic, thus capturing, e.g., seasonal demand patterns.
Models of this type are not new to inventory theory. Iglehart and Karlin (1962) find optimal policies when the demand distribution is governed by a finitestate Markov chain. More recently, Song and Zipkin (1993) consider a countable-state Markov environment and show that an environment-dependent basestock policy is optimal for their cost structure. Song and Zipkin also discuss modeling applications and review related work.
Ergodic Environment
Throughout this section 0 = {0,n, n > 0} is a Harris ergodic Markov chain representing the state of the world. Demands vary with 0, so we let the base-stock levels vary too. Denote by Sn = (S1, ..., S') the vector of base-stock levels in period n. Our key assumption is that (Dn, Sn) = g(0n)
for some function g. In the terminology of Sigman, demands and base-stock levels are govermed by the environment.
To define echelon shortfalls, we need to assume that the (now random) 
Periodic Demands
Perhaps the greatest limitation of the usual assumption of demand stationarity is that it rules out seasonal or, more generally, periodic effects. We now introduce periodicity in demands through periodicity in the environment. 
